We consider on-line scheduling of unit time jobs on a single machine with job-dependent penalties. The jobs arrive on-line (one by one) and can be either accepted and scheduled, or be rejected at the cost of a penalty. The objective is to minimize the total completion time of the accepted jobs plus the sum of the penalties of the rejected jobs.
Introduction
Consider a system with a single machine and n jobs J 1 ; : : : ; J n . Job J j (j = 1; : : : ; n) has a rejection penalty e j and a processing time p j = 1 on the machine. The machine can process at most one job at a time. For each job J j , we must decide whether to accept that job or whether to reject it. The accepted jobs are to be scheduled on the machine, and we pay the sum of job completion times in the constructed schedule. For the rejected jobs, we pay the corresponding rejection penalties. In other words, the objective value is the total completion time of the accepted jobs plus the total penalty of the rejected jobs. We denote this objective function by an entry "Rej + C j " in the third ÿeld of the three-ÿeld scheduling notation (see e.g. [4] ). Hence, the considered problem is 1|p j = 1|Rej + C j .
In the o -line version of this problem, all the job data (i.e., all the job penalties) are known a priori. This version of the problem is well understood. Engels et al. [2] give a polynomial time algorithm for it. In this note, however, we are mainly interested in the on-line version of this problem for which the job data are not known a priori: The jobs arrive one by one, and we do not have any knowledge on the future of the system. We decide whether the current job should be rejected (in which case we pay the penalty) or be accepted (in which case it is assigned to the machine, and we pay its completion time), and only then we learn about the next job and about its penalty.
The quality of an on-line algorithm A is usually measured by its competitive ratio or worst-case ratio R A . This competitive ratio is deÿned by R A = sup {A(I )=OPT(I ) | I is a sequence of jobs}:
Here, A(I ) denotes the objective value in the schedule constructed by the on-line algorithm A for the job sequence I , whereas OPT(I ) denotes the objective value in an optimal o -line schedule for I . In this note, we will prove the following theorem. Theorem 1. For the problem of minimizing total completion time plus total rejection penalty of unit time jobs on a single machine; there exists an on-line algorithm with competitive ratio
Moreover, for this problem there does not exist an on-line algorithm with competitive ratio less or equal to 1:63784.
The proof of the positive result in this theorem is contained in Section 2, and the proof of the negative result is in Section 3. Section 4 gives some conclusions.
Let us brie y discuss the more general scheduling problem where the job processing times are arbitrary (and not necessarily unit time, as in our variant). Suppose that there exists an R-competitive on-line algorithm A for this problem, and confront it with a job with processing time p 1 = 1=(R + 1) and penalty 1. In case A rejects the job, then no further job may arrive. In this case, A(I ) = 1, OPT(I ) = 1=(R + 1), and A is not R-competitive. If, on the other hand, algorithm A decides to accept the job, a huge number H of jobs may arrive, all with zero processing times and all with rejection penalties 1. In this case, A(I ) ¿ (H + 1)=(R + 1), OPT(I ) = 1, and algorithm A again is not R-competitive. Hence, for this more general scheduling problem, any on-line algorithm A yields R A = ∞, and thus must behave very poorly in the worst case; a hopeless situation! Note that in the above instances, all jobs have the same rejection penalty.
Let us brie y mention some related results from the literature. Scheduling with rejection was ÿrst considered by Bartal et al. [1] who concentrated on o -line and on-line results for non-preemptive makespan on parallel machines. For preemptive makespan on parallel machines with rejection, Seiden [5] considered the on-line variant, whereas Hoogeveen et al. [3] considered the o -line variant. Engels et al. [2] discuss o -line sum of completion times with rejection. All these papers discuss the computational complexity and approximability of the considered problems. Sgall [6] gives a comprehensive survey on on-line scheduling.
The algorithm
In this section we will prove our positive main result. An important parameter for the algorithm is = Our algorithm GREEDY is depicted in Fig. 1 . Exactly as in the depicted algorithm, we will use acc j to denote the number of accepted jobs from J 1 ; : : : ; J j . Algorithm GREEDY is a quite simple greedy-type algorithm: when deciding about job J j , it has the choice between processing the job at a cost of acc j−1 + 1, and rejecting the job at a cost of e j . GREEDY multiplies the former cost by and the latter cost by 1, and then simply selects the cheaper alternative. Multiplying the costs accounts for the fact that an accepted job is more dangerous since it may increase the cost of later jobs, whereas a rejected job cannot.
For an instance I of the scheduling problem, we denote by OPT(I ) the objective value of the optimal o -line schedule and by GREEDY(I ) the objective value of the schedule that is constructed by algorithm GREEDY. In the rest of this section, we will prove that the on-line algorithm GREEDY satisÿes the statement of Theorem 1. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exist instances I for which
Consider such an instance I with the smallest number of jobs, and ÿx an optimal o -line schedule for it. Let ¿ 0 be an inÿnitesimally small real number. We deÿne another instance I by modifying the penalties of the jobs in I .
(Acc) For every job J j that is accepted by the on-line algorithm, we create a job J j with penalty e j = (acc j−1 + 1) + . In this case, e j 6 e j holds. (Rej) For every job J j that is rejected by the on-line algorithm, we create a job J j with penalty e j = (acc j−1 + 1). In this case, e j ¿ e j holds.
Lemma 2. Algorithm GREEDY accepts job J j in instance I if and only if it accepts job J j in instance I :
Proof. For j = 1 this is straightforward to check. For j ¿ 2; we use induction. Note that the induction hypothesis implies that the same number of jobs is accepted from J 1 ; : : : ; J j−1 and from J 1 ; : : : ; J j−1 . Consequently; job J j is accepted in I if and only if e j ¿ (acc j−1 + 1); and by construction this inequality holds if and only if job J j is accepted in I .
Lemma 3. There does not exist a job J j in instance I that is simultaneously rejected in the optimal o -line schedule and in the schedule constructed by algorithm GREEDY.
Proof. Suppose otherwise; and consider the instance K that results by removing J j from instance I . Then GREEDY(K)=GREEDY(I )−e j ; since the behavior of the on-line algorithm does not depend at all on the rejected jobs. Moreover; OPT(K) 6 OPT(I ) − e j . This implies GREEDY(K)=OPT(K) ¿GREEDY(I )=OPT(I ) ¿ 2 ; and contradicts the minimality of I . is the same. By Lemma 3; every rejected job J j in is accepted by GREEDY; therefore; the new penalty is computed in (Acc) and satisÿes e j 6 e j . Hence; the contribution of the rejected jobs to the objective value of is at least as large as their contribution to the objective value of . Summarizing; this yields the claimed inequality OPT(I ) ¿ OPT(I ). Now let us compare GREEDY(I ) to GREEDY(I ). By Lemma 2, the contribution of the accepted jobs to the objective values of the GREEDY schedules for I and I is the same. The penalties of the rejected jobs are computed according to (Rej), and satisfy e j ¿ e j . This yields the claimed inequality GREEDY(I ) 6GREEDY(I ).
Lemma 5. For instance I ; we have GREEDY(I ) ¡

OPT(I ).
Proof. Denote by x the number of jobs that are rejected in the optimal schedule for I ; but are accepted in the GREEDY schedule. Denote by y the number of jobs that are accepted in but rejected in the GREEDY schedule; and by z the number of jobs that are accepted in both schedules.
Algorithm GREEDY accepts x + z jobs and rejects y jobs from instance I . By the construction in (Rej), the penalty of every rejected job is bounded from above by (x + z + 1). Therefore,
The optimal schedule for instance I accepts y + z jobs and rejects x jobs. Every rejected job is accepted by GREEDY. Hence, at the moment in time where the optimal schedule decides to reject its 'th job, GREEDY has already accepted at least ' − 1 jobs. By (Acc), the penalty of this 'th job is at least ' + . Therefore,
We deÿne F(x; y; z) = 2 (y + z)(y + z + 1) + 3 x(x + 1)
By using the inequalities in (3) and (4), we derive that
Our goal now is to show that F(x; y; z) ¿ 0 holds for any non-negative integers x; y; z. Clearly, this will prove the lemma. First, we consider the case where x = z = 0. In this case we have y ¿ 1, and this yields From now on we assume that x + z ¿ 1. The function F(x; y; z) is a quadratic function in y where the coe cient of the quadratic term y 2 is positive. By applying calculus, we see that this quadratic function is minimized at y
. This yields
F(x; y; z) ¿ F(x; y * ; z)
Now we use 3 − 3 ¿ 3 + − 3 ¿ 0 and x + z ¿ 1 to bound the expression in line (6) by
Consequently, we get from lines (5) and (6) that
Here we have used that 3 − 2 = which blatantly contradicts our initial assumption (2) . This completes the proof of the positive result stated in Theorem 1. The above analysis of algorithm GREEDY actually is tight: For a huge integer n, consider an instance I as described above: First, there arrive x ≈ 2n jobs that are accepted by GREEDY but rejected in the optimal schedule. Then there arrive y =n joby that are rejected by GREEDY but accepted in the optimal schedule. Finally, there arrive z ≈ √ 3 n jobs that are accepted in both schedules. The penalties of these jobs are always ÿxed according to the rules (Acc) and (Rej). It can be veriÿed that then OPT(I ) ≈ (3 + 2 √ 3) n 2 and GREEDY(I ) ≈ 2 (3 + 2 √ 3) n 2 .
The lower bound
In this section, we will prove the negative result stated in Theorem 1. For an instance, I of the scheduling problem with n jobs and with penalties e k (k = 1; : : : ; n), we denote by I k (1 6 k 6 n) the restriction of I to the ÿrst k jobs, and we denote by OPT k the optimal objective value of I k .
Lemma 6. Let R ¿ 1. Assume that there exists an instance I with n unit time jobs and with penalties e k (k = 1; : : : ; n) such that e 1 = R; e n 6 n and such that 1 2 k(k − 1) + e k ¿ R OPT k for k = 1; : : : ; n:
Then for our scheduling problem; there does not exist an on-line algorithm with competitive ratio strictly less than R.
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exists an (R − )-competitive on-line algorithm for some ¿ 0. First we prove by induction that this on-line algorithm must accept all jobs when fed with the instance I . This holds for k =1, since OPT 1 =1 whereas e 1 ¿ R. Now consider the moment in time where the kth job arrives. So far, the on-line algorithm has accepted all jobs and thus has accumulated a total job completion time of 1 2 k(k − 1). Then by (7), it cannot reject the kth job without increasing the on-line cost to at least R times the o -line cost. Hence, also the kth job is accepted. Now we get a contradiction: as the on-line algorithm accepts the nth job, its cost increases to
It is quite easy to construct job sequences as described in Lemma 6. In Fig. 2 , we list such a sequence for R = 1:63. The columns OPT k and ON k list the optimal objective value and the (forced) objective value of the on-line algorithm after k jobs. With the help of a computer program, we have constructed similar sequences for values of R up to approximately 1:6378411152. The idea is to choose every value e k as small as possible so that it just satisÿes the inequality in (7). This proves the negative result stated in Theorem 1. Another open problem concerns the corresponding on-line problem Pm|p j =1|Rej+ C j on m ¿ 2 identical parallel machines. The single machine algorithm from Section 2 easily generalizes to m ¿ 2 machines: when the on-line algorithm decides about a job J j , it either may accept the job and schedule it with the smallest possible completion time C j , or it may reject it at a certain penalty e j . The generalization of our algorithm GREEDY to m machines accepts the job if and only if e j ¿ C j holds; note that for m = 1 machines, this exactly yields to the algorithm described in Fig. 1 . Along the lines of the proof in Section 2, we can show that the competitive ratio of this on-line algorithm for Pm|p j = 1|Rej + C j equals 1 2 (2 + √ 3) ≈ 1:86602 for every m ¿ 2. The analysis can be done more or less separately for every machine, and (up to somewhat messy calculations) the argument boils down to adding up m inequalities of the type proved in Section 2 for a single machine. We leave all details to the reader.
Conclusions
Also the lower bound construction in Section 3 may be adapted to m ¿ 2 machines. However, as m becomes larger, the resulting lower bound values rapidly decline and tend towards 1. Numerical experiments seem to indicate that these lower bound values behave like 1 + (1=m) as m becomes large. Denote by T m the on-line approximability threshold of problem Pm|p j = 1|Rej + C j (that is, for every c ¿ T m there exists a c-competitive on-line algorithm, whereas for every d ¡ T m there does not exist a d-competitive on-line algorithm). We know that T m 6 1:86602 for all m. It would be interesting to understand the behavior of these thresholds. Is it true that the numbers T m form a decreasing sequence, and that hence the scheduling problem becomes easier as the number of machines increases?
